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� Introduction�

This paper is a sequel to the theoretical work on incomplete orthogonalization
methods by Bai� Du� and Wathen 
����� which describes and analyses a family
of incomplete QR factorizations using Givens rotations� Whereas their paper
was concerned only with theoretical aspects� we have e�ciently implemented the
methods and have provided numerical results�

We consider three speci�c methods� The �rst two of these methods perform
the reduction using Givens rotations in a column�wise fashion� column�Incomplete
Givens Orthogonalization 
cIGO�method� drops entries by position only� whereas
column�Threshold Incomplete Givens Orthogonalization 
cTIGO�method� drops
entries dynamically by both their magnitudes and positions� The third method�
row�Threshold Incomplete Givens Orthogonalization 
rTIGO�method�� again drops
entries dynamically� but only the magnitude is now taken into account and reduction
is performed in a row�wise fashion� We give detailed accounts of how we code these
algorithms to ensure e�ciency of computation and memory use�

The use of incomplete factorizations as preconditioners is widespread� In
particular� since the seminal paper of Meijerink and van der Vorst 
�	���� which
gave su�cient conditions for stability� incomplete LU factorizations have been
and continue to be employed in many application areas as a preconditioner for
the solution of square and sparse systems� Such factorizations compute a lower
triangular matrix L and an upper triangular matrix U which are approximate factors
of A in the sense of having a prede�ned or dynamically de�ned sparsity based on the
size of entries computed� That is� during the factorization process� certain entries in
the factors are set to be zero� The triangular factors are usually very sparse and can
be computed in a fraction of the time necessary for a complete factorization� most of
the computational work is simply by�passed through the use of dropping rules� If the
dropping rule is not too strict� one can usually achieve good convergence with such
preconditioners 
Manteu�el �	��� Saad �	��� Saad �		��� More recently� research
has focused on ordering or preprocessing strategies for the system matrix to improve
the performance of ILU preconditioners 
Benzi� Haws and T�uma ����� Benzi� Szyld
and van Duin �			��

More recent research has introduced important innovations in the �eld of
incomplete factorization techniques� such as approximate inverse techniques 
see for
example Benzi� Meyer and T�uma 
�		�� or Saad 
�		��� ch� ����� and incomplete
QR type factorizations� In this paper� we will study a class of incomplete QR

methods�
It is well known that a square� nonsingular matrix A can be decomposed into

a product of an orthogonal matrix Q and a nonsingular upper triangular matrix
R� such that A � QR� Obviously� one can use such a decomposition to solve
the linear system Ax � b directly� However� complete QR factorizations are even
more expensive than their LU counterpart 
Golub and Van Loan �		��� On the
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other hand� incomplete variants of a QR factorization can be used to precondition
iterations in a similar manner to incomplete LU preconditioning�

The question that arises naturally is how one should proceed to obtain this
incomplete QR type factorization� The most researched approach employs the
Incomplete Modi�ed Gram�Schmidt technique 
see Jennings and Ajiz 
�	��� or Saad

�		��� ch� ������ which uses a modi�ed Gram�Schmidt orthogonalization process
coupled with dropping rules to compute the incomplete factors Qinc and Rinc� An
important di�culty with this approach is that Qinc is in general not orthogonal and
hence di�cult to invert� Qinc could even be singular if not enough �ll�in is allowed�
making the incomplete factorization of uncertain value even as a preconditioner�
Also� the incomplete factors computed by this process may be of poor quality in
terms of speeding up convergence of the iteration unless a large number of �ll�ins

and consequently computational time� are allowed� Despite this� there have been
successful attempts to improve the robustness of this method 
Wang �		� Wang�
Gallivan and Bramley �		���

The principal advantage of the use of Givens rotations for incomplete
orthogonalization purposes is that Qinc remains orthogonal� The use of Givens
rotations in this context is advocated by Bai et al� 
������ This is the starting
point of the work presented here� but is not the �rst attempt to use incomplete QR
factorization using Givens rotations for preconditioning purposes�

In his PhD thesis� James 
�		�� uses such a factorization for conjugate gradients
for the system of normal equations� His choice of a static sparsity pattern dropping
rule 
the sparsity pattern ofATA� however� produced preconditioners of poor quality�
James also identi�ed cases for which the incomplete triangular factor resulting from
this method is singular� even when A is not� The implementation of James closely
resembles the preconditioning technique of George and Heath 
�	���� developed for
the least�squares solution of rectangular systems�

Zlatev and Nielsen 
�	��� have also developed an incomplete orthogonalization
preconditioner for conjugate gradients� Zlatev 
�		�� discusses in detail incomplete
QR using Givens rotations� He appears to be the �rst to produce incomplete QR

factorizations using Givens rotations that also use some threshold dropping rule�
He uses a row�wise approach to the factorization process� that is� the reduction of
the system matrix A to upper triangular form is performed row by row 
see Section
����

Most of this limited literature preconditions the least�squares problems via the
normal equations� The case of square systems is largely ignored� Apparently� this
is due to the availability of e�ective ILU preconditioning techniques for square
matrices� whereas for rectangular matrices ILU is not a competitor�

In this paper� we have chosen to present results for both square and rectangular

least�squares� systems� to present comparisons with ILU for the former and to
allow for comparison with other techniques which may be suggested for rectangular
systems�
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The paper is organized as follows� in Section �� we describe the three algorithms

cIGO� cTIGO and rTIGO� which we have coded and tested� The �rst two� with
slight modi�cations� were presented by Bai et al� 
������ whereas the third one
uses the approach in James 
�		�� and George and Heath 
�	���� except that the
dropping strategy is di�erent� Some preliminary observations about each of these
algorithms are also included� as is a brief discussion of the implementation issues for
each algorithm�

In Section � we present a number of numerical experiments involving these
factorizations as preconditioners for Krylov subspace methods for square systems�
and compare their performance to standard incomplete LU type factorizations�
Many brief examples are presented� as well as a short discussion on the e�ect
of reordering and preprocessing the system prior to computing the incomplete
factorization� Some brief relevant remarks can be found at the end of this section�

In Section �� we switch our attention to preconditioning least�squares systems
where QR factorization seems a more �natural� choice� After presenting test results�
we give a comprehensive discussion of the issues regarding Givens incomplete QR as
preconditioner which we encountered� This discussion o�ers insights into how one
could potentially improve the performance of these preconditioners�

Some overall concluding remarks can be found at the end of this paper�

� Description of algorithms and observations�

A dropping rule 
or dropping strategy� or nonzero strategy� tells us in which of the
entries of a matrix we allow �ll�in during an incomplete factorization process�

We de�ne a set of pairs of integers� which refer to the indices of the entries of a
particular matrix in which �ll�in is allowed�

For example� the set of integer pairs

PA�U �� f 
i� j� j aij �� � � i � j � � � i� j � n� i �� j g � f 
i� i� j � � i � n g

denotes the set of indices of the entries of A that are nonzero and above or on its
main diagonal� Similarly� PA�L would denote the set of indices of nonzero entries in
the lower triangular part of A� and so on� Note that one generally includes all main
diagonal entries in the sparsity set� even if their initial value is zero�

The simplest non�trivial dropping rule �keep entries only in PA�U and PA�L 
i�e� in
PA� and drop the rest� is what we implemented in the �rst of our three algorithms�

We can now present the three di�erent algorithms for computing an incomplete
QR factorization using Givens rotations that we have implemented� and brie�y
discuss some of their properties�

The �rst two of these algorithms 
cIGO and cTIGO� are variants of those
presented by Bai et al� 
������ We have somewhat diverged from the actual
algorithms presented in that paper because it was more concerned with their





theoretical aspects� However� when it came to implementing them e�ciently� we
discovered that certain details needed to be changed or omitted� Despite this� the
core idea of these methods� that is the order in which we perform rotations� remains
the same�

As for the third algorithm 
rTIGO�� although not presented by Bai et al� 
������
we coded it and include here a short presentation� as it is another way to achieve
an incomplete QR factorization using Givens rotations�

No matter how one tries to organise the reduction of A to upper triangular form�
two rows of the matrix have to be updated for each entry rotated out� This is a
fundamental disadvantage of Givens QR when compared to LU decomposition and
its incomplete variants� In the incomplete LU decomposition� only a single row
changes for each entry we zero out�

��� column�Incomplete Givens Orthogonalization �cIGO�
method�

The corresponding algorithm is described in pseudocode in Bai et al� 
������ We
include a brief outline here�

For each column j� we successively annihilate� using Givens rotations� from the
bottom up to the �rst sub�diagonal� the nonzero entries located in the strictly lower
triangular part of the matrix whose incomplete factorization we are computing�
For each such elimination� both the jth row and the row where the nonzero just
eliminated was located are updated by the rotation angle but only if the respective
entries belong to the predetermined sparsity pattern set P � At the end of this
process� the upper triangular part of A will contain the incomplete triangular factor
Rinc whereas the incomplete orthogonal factor Qinc can be recreated as a product
of the Givens matrices corresponding to the rotations we have performed�

We observe that�

� A natural and convenient choice for the sparsity pattern P is the sparsity
pattern of the original matrix A� i�e� P � PA� If A has zeros on the main
diagonal� these will be included in the sparsity pattern in a preprocessing
step before IGO starts� Hence nz
Rinc� � nz
AU �� and Qinc is a product
of nz
AL� � n rotation matrices� Another possible choice for P would be to
choose it as the sparsity pattern of the matrix A�� again including all entries
on the main diagonal�

� The incomplete orthogonal factor Qinc is never explicitly computed nor are any
entries of Qinc explicitly dropped� It is� however� an incomplete factor in the
sense that not all the rotations that would be required for a complete Givens
QR factorization are performed during the cIGO process� we only rotate out
entries that belong to the set P � AL�
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In Bai et al� 
����� the incomplete orthogonal factor was actually computed
and updated explicitly after each rotation and entries could then be dropped�
However� we quickly realised that it is both easier� faster and cheaper both in
time and storage� to only store Qinc as a product of rotations�

Although incomplete� the factor Qinc is however always orthogonal as it
consists of a product of rotation matrices� A procedure for generating Qinc

from the Givens rotation matrices it consists of can be found in Bai et al�

������ When preconditioning with the cIGO factorization� we actually require
the computation of matrix�vector products of the formQT

incv� An algorithm for
this operation can be found in Section �� of Papadopoulos� Du� and Wathen

����� or in Section ��� of Golub and Van Loan 
�		���

� The j�th row of Rinc is generated at step j of the procedure� Denote by �aij an
entry of the partially reduced form of the matrix A after a series of rotations�
Then� at the beginning of such a loop on j� we have the following situation�

 If �ajj �� � then Rinc
j� j� �� ��

 Else� if �ajj � � but there is an entry �aij �� � for some i� j � i � n� then
Rinc
j� j� �� ��

 Else Rinc
j� j� will be ��

If� for some j� we encounter the third possibility mentioned above� then of
course Rinc will be a singular matrix� cIGO type factorizations of nonsingular
matrices can give rise to such singular incomplete upper triangular factors�
Two such examples can be found in the appendix of Papadopoulos et al� 
�����
and also in James 
�		��� The easy way to remedy such a situation is simply to
assign some arbitrary nonzero value to such a diagonal entry of Rinc� but this
approach usually leads to preconditioners of poor quality convergence�wise�

��� column�Threshold IGO �cTIGO��

The cIGO process is very basic but yields a cheap preconditioner� However� in
practice� and for the choice of P we consider here� having such a basic preconditioner
is seldom e�ective� We need to produce incomplete factorizations that are closer to
the full QR factorization and we can achieve this by allowing some �ll�in by means
of a threshold dropping strategy�

The cTIGO�Method Algorithm

�� For j � �� � � � � n� � Do� � for each column of A

�� De�ne kr�j� ��maxfi j i � j � aij �� �g � max� row i with nonzero entry in

column j of A
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�� If kr�j� � j Then Cycle � no entries to be annihilated below diagonal on this

column

�� For i � kr�j� Down to j � � Do� � all nonzero subdiagonals in column j are

successively annihilated

�� If �i� j� � P or jaij j � � Then� � rotate out if entry in P or is a large enough

�ll�in

�� Compute � ��
q
a�jj � a�ij � compute rotation angles

	� Compute c �� ajj��

�� Compute s �� aij��

�� Set ajj �� �

��� Store rotation data j� i� c� s

��� For k � j � �� � � � � n Do� � compute updated i and j row segments

��� Compute tempi �� �sajk � caik

��� Compute tempj �� cajk � saik

��� If �j� k� � P or jtempjj � � � Set ajk �� tempj

��� Else� Set ajk �� � � entry too small so drop it

��� If �i� k� � P or jtempij � � � Set aik �� tempi

�	� Else� Set aik �� � � entry too small so drop it

��� EndDo

��� Keep all entries in P plus the p largest �ll�ins in the j�th row aj�

��� Keep all entries in P plus the p largest �ll�ins in the i�th row ai�

��� EndDo � end of secondary loop

��� For k � j� � � � � n and ajk �� � Do� � store �nal j�th row of R

��� Set rjk �� ajk

��� EndDo

��� EndDo

��� Set rnn �� ann

The same remarks apply as for the cIGO algorithm� but we should also note the
following�
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� In the case of cTIGO� we still work with a given sparsity pattern P � but� by
the use of a thresholding strategy� we allow additional �ll�in on top of this in
order to generate preconditioners of potentially better quality� Hence� when
P � PA� the resulting incomplete factors will have nz
Rinc� � nz
AU� and
Qinc will be a product of at least nz
AL�� n rotations�

� The drop tolerance � for the �ll�ins may vary according to the row or column
we are working with� For example� the following set of dropping rules can be
used� assuming � is the user input value for the drop tolerance and we are
currently reducing column j of the matrix�

 When determining on which rows to rotate� and �aij is a nonzero entry
not in P � choose row i for rotation only if j�aij j � � j�ajj j�

 When updating the j�th and i�th rows� we keep a �ll�in �ajk 
or �aik� that
is not in P only if j�ajkj � � j�ajj j 
respectively� if j�aikj � � j�aiij for the i�th
row��

In fact� for square systems� this is exactly the thresholding strategy used in
our code� but other combinations may also provide interesting results� The
strategy used for rectangular 
least�squares� systems is described in Section
����

� The memory control tolerance p can also be adjusted for each row�

� Note again the combination of both column and row�oriented loops in the
cTIGO algorithm� It turns out that because of the order in which we rotate out
entries� accommodating and handling arbitrary �ll�ins in the lower triangular
part of A is quite di�cult to program� Hence we use a sparsity pattern P as a
basis on top of which we allow the extra �ll�in� in the hope that we can obtain
preconditioners of good quality without too much of this di�cult to handle
�ll�in 
see Sections ��� and �����

��� Row�wise elimination TIGO �rTIGO��

This seems to be the traditional approach with respect to the order in which
we rotate out entries in order to reduce A to upper triangular form 
see James

�		��� George and Heath 
�	����� We will therefore limit ourselves to the following
observations�

� The rows i� i � �� � � � � j � �� used to rotate out entries in row j when reducing
it to upper triangular form� already have the required reduced form� Hence�
using them will alter their content but only in the columns from i to n and
their upper triangular form will be preserved� As for the j�th row� such a
rotation will make the entry in position 
j� i� zero but will not create any
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�ll�in in positions 
j� k�� k � �� � � � � i � �� Hence� we achieve our objective of
reduction to upper triangular form�

� We now drop entries by magnitude only� without caring whether they belong
to a sparsity pattern P or not� Hence� much sparser incomplete factorizations
than in the case of cTIGO can be obtained� Their quality as preconditioners
remains to be seen�

� The threshold drop tolerance � can again vary in a dynamic fashion� In our
implementation for square systems� and assuming we are currently reducing
row j to upper triangular form by rotating its nonzeros against main diagonal
entries in the previous j � � rows� we have chosen the following combination�

 To perform a rotation� the entry �aji we want to rotate out must satisfy
the criterion j�ajij � � j�aiij� otherwise we drop it 
skip the rotation��

 For row j which we are currently reducing� we drop entries �ajk unless they

satisfy j�ajkj � � � jjA�j���jj�
nz�A�j���� � The dropping rule is therefore the weighted

��norm of the j�th row of the original matrix� Similarly� for row i� we
drop entries �aik not satisfying j�aikj � � � jjA�i���jj�

nz�A�i����
�

Note that the rule applies to o��diagonal entries only� The entries on the
main diagonal of the matrix are always kept regardless of their magnitude in
order to increase the potential of Rinc to be nonsingular� This is also true for
the cIGO and cTIGO algorithms� The strategy used for rectangular 
least�
squares� systems is described in Section ����

��	 Computer implementation details�

The methods of the previous section were coded in Fortran �� using standard sparse
matrix and vector data structures� as well as routines for sparse matrix�vector or
vector�vector operations 
Du�� Erisman and Reid �	��� Saad �		���

We only brie�y mention some of the issues related to coding these methods�
For the interested reader� a detailed presentation of the computer implementation
can be found in Papadopoulos et al� 
������ The source code is available from the
authors�

For the �rst two of these IGO methods� eliminations for reducing the matrix
to upper triangular form are performed in a column�wise fashion� but after each
such elimination two row segments of the matrix need to be updated� Hence� we
will naturally use Compressed Sparse Row 
CSR� structures to accommodate our
matrix and any �ll�in in a row�wise fashion� However� we have to keep track of the
column by column distribution of the original nonzeros and any �ll�ins in the lower
triangular part of the matrix so that the next rotation in a particular column can
be found without requiring prohibitive searching�
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For cIGO� where the sparsity pattern is predetermined and no other �ll�in is
allowed during the reduction process� this is done once at the beginning� based
on the CSR structure for the nonzeros of the matrix� we build the associated CSC
structure� but with the real array substituted by an integer one containing pointers
to the position of the entry 
and hence the value� in the CSR structure�

For cTIGO� things are more complicated as �ll�in now can appear in a row after
a rotation� We have chosen to set up a linked list that keeps track of the column�
wise distribution of this �ll�in� Any time a �ll�in appears� we add the information
of its position to the end of the linked list and adjust the necessary links to account
for this new entry� This approach has two major drawbacks� Firstly� the length
of the linked list increases with each new �ll�in and this structure will inevitably
develop �holes� in it 
�dead� links corresponding to entries that appeared as �ll�ins
but were dropped at a subsequent rotation�� Since for a linked list we do not have a
predetermined amount of space available for each column� we can a�ord to have such
holes� �Garbage collection� operations to cover these holes were deemed too complex
and expensive� although they would limit the size of the list if implemented� The
most important drawback however seems to be the fact that information about �ll�
ins in a particular column is in general scattered over the whole of the linked list�
thus eliminating any hope of e�cient cacheing when accessing or altering entries
in this structure� An alternative to the linked list would be a CSC type structure�
This would keep information about each column together but� since the maximum
available space for each column has to be predetermined� it would require frequent
�garbage collections� to get rid of �holes� 
�ll�ins that were dropped at a subsequent
rotation�� or we would quickly run out of space�

The need to produce and update the column by column information on �ll�ins is
the cause of bottlenecks in cTIGO� We can witness this by comparing numerical
results for cTIGO and rTIGO� as for rTIGO only row�oriented structures are
necessary 
see Papadopoulos et al� 
������ Section ��

Regarding the application of these incomplete factorizations as preconditioners�
we brie�y note that for non�symmetric Krylov subspace methods 
for example�
GMRES� Bi�CGSTAB� we apply the preconditioner M � QincRinc� Right�
preconditioning for these methods then e�ectively consists of the solution of systems
of the form Mz � v� As Qinc is available as a series of rts rotations and is
orthogonal by construction� these can be applied successively on the vector v to
compute the matrix�vector product QT

incv� The resulting vector then acts as a right�
hand side to a triangular solve involving Rinc� For CGNR� the method we used for
rectangular systems� the preconditioner is M � � RT

incRinc� Hence� preconditioning
the CGNR iteration involves two successive triangular solves� The total number
of �oating�point operations required to create the right�hand side of the system
Rincz � QT

incv is rts� 
� multiplications � � additions�subtractions�� A triangular
solve involving either Rinc or its transpose� requires nz
Rinc��n multiplications and

	



additions as well as n divisions� This is the total amount of extra work required for
preconditioning per iteration�

� Preconditioning Square Systems�

��� Description of experiments�

In this chapter� we shall present a series of numerical results for matrices arising
from a variety of applications� The matrices are all available in the public domain�
either in the MatrixMarket 
MatrixMarket ����� database or in the collection of
sparse matrices at the University of Florida 
Davis ������ In these experiments�
we have used the IGO methods as preconditioners for either GMRES or Bi�
CGSTAB� We compare the performance of these methods with a variety of ILU type
preconditioners� These ILU factorizations were all obtained using Saad�s Sparskit�
package 
Saad �		��� also written in Fortran��� so there is compatibility of programs
used and timings� All the experiments were run on a Sun Ultra � workstation�

The incomplete LU type preconditioners we tested are the following� ILU
��
and modi�ed ILU
��� two simple nonparametric factorization techniques that work
with the sparsity pattern of A only� ILUt� which uses a threshold dropping rule with
no sparsity pattern sets and ILUtp� which is the same as ILUt but allows column
pivoting� Extensive description of these methods can be found in Saad 
�		�� and
Saad 
�		���

Since ILU methods generate very powerful preconditioners for matrices
possessing structure like bandedness or diagonal dominance� as can occur with
matrices arising from the discretization of partial di�erential equations� we have
concentrated on more general examples whose sparsity pattern or distribution of
values might cause di�culties for ILU methods�

For both iterative methods� the preconditioner is always applied on the right�
Again� for both methods� the stopping criterion for the iteration was

jjb�Ax�i�jj� � jjb� Ax���jj� � �����

with the null vector as the initial guess� The right�hand side vector� was taken to
be a random vector�

We should �nally mention that� especially for ILUtp where column pivoting is
allowed� the choice of the pivoting parameter �p was ����� This is the default value
in Sparskit�� Since the ILUtp rule for pivoting between columns i and j at step i is
j�aij j � �p � j�aiij� this value of �p means that we do not pivot often�

Note also that� because of the way we coded Bi�CGSTAB in the experiments�
each iteration consists in fact of two matrix�vector products� that is� the Krylov
space is twice augmented per Bi�CGSTAB iteration� For GMRES� each iteration
corresponds to augmenting our Krylov space by one�
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For GMRES� we always choose a restart value of ��� Hence� when we say that
GMRES has converged at iteration ��� we mean that it has restarted twice and at
the �rd iteration after the second restart we achieve convergence�

��� Examples in brief�

In this section� we will list results for a variety of matrices� These are actually the
best results in terms of execution time we could obtain for each method for the
threshold parameter values 
normally powers of ��� that we tested for each system�
The two tables in this section list the attributes and performance of cTIGO 
or
just cIGO when no �ll�in was necessary�� or rTIGO respectively� against ILUtp

or ILU
���� ILUtp apparently being the most powerful and robust of the ILU
preconditioners we had at our disposal�

Each table should be read as follows� for each matrix� we have two rows of results�
the �rst shows attributes of the cTIGO 
or rTIGO� preconditioner� and the second
one shows the results for ILUtp 
or ILU
��� respectively� to facilitate comparison
between the observed performance of the best IGO and the best ILU method used�

Note that when� under the column marked �GMRES its� and next to the
number of iterations� a B within brackets 
�B�� appears� restarted GMRES was
not converging so we had to employ Bi�CGSTAB instead to achieve convergence�

The results in Table �� show that cTIGO is a robust preconditioner� in the
sense that if enough �ll�in is allowed it can eventually give preconditioners of good
quality� The time it takes to compute these preconditioners is usually much higher
than for ILUtp� although the density of the two resulting incomplete factorizations
is comparable�

Note that throughout the table there are matrices for which cIGO was enough
to give a fairly good preconditioner� For these same systems� ILU
�� or MILU
��
did not achieve convergence� and we had to use the threshold method ILUtp� The
opposite was observed in the case of matrices arising from the streamline�upwinding
Petrov�Galerkin discretization of advection�di�usion problems 
see Fischer� Ramage�
Silvester and Wathen 
�			��� where for many tested cases ILU
�� preconditioning
is of good quality but cIGO gives no improvement�

Two matrices for which cIGO 
and cTIGO with very little �ll�in� performs
much better than the ILU methods are the garon matrices� These arise in the
discretization of ��D Navier�Stokes problems and� as is usual for such systems� have
a small zero block in the bottom right corner� This is probably what causes di�culty
with ILU methods� On the other hand� even for cIGO� the zero entries on the main
diagonal of this block are covered with values during the incomplete factorization
process and the resulting preconditioned iterative method converges�

Going through the results� one also sees that things can easily go terribly wrong
for cTIGO� In order to get convergent preconditioners one has to lower the value for
� � But this results in large �ll�in in the lower triangular part� This causes cTIGO
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to slow down� and eventually� the timings we get do not re�ect actual �oating�
point operations� but rather updating and going through our various structures�
particularly the linked list� This issue is addressed in Section ����

We have also identi�ed some examples where we were unable to produce
convergent preconditioners using cTIGO� That is� lowering the threshold value
enough so that the preconditioner actually makes the method convergent rather
than stagnating� causes so much �ll�in in the lower triangular part that we run
out of memory� the linked list grows with each insertion and quickly reaches the
maximum length we have allocated for it� Matrices for which we encountered such
problems include barth� barth�� bcsstk��� can ����� fidap��� fidap�� finan����
graham� lns 	�� nasa�	��� plat�	�	� Of course� if enough memory 
and time�
was available we would eventually reach a threshold value for which the cTIGO
preconditioner would converge�

The results for rTIGO can be found in Table ��� Again� note that rTIGO
is almost always slower in computing the preconditioner than the best choice for
ILUtp� However� for some of the problems� rTIGO is considerably faster than
cTIGO� despite the fact that the preconditioner it computes can be much denser
than that from cTIGO� This reinforces our belief that it is the need for keeping and
constantly accessing�updating a linked list structure that undermines cTIGO�

On the other hand� rTIGO fails to produce good preconditioners for quite a few
problems� especially matrices with zeros on the diagonal� before the limit of available
memory is reached� Such examples� apart from the garon matrices� are bcsstk���
goodwin� gre����� lhr��� lns 	�� plat�	�	� utm �	���

��� The e
ect of preprocessing�

We present one example showing how preprocessing a matrix can improve the overall
performance of incomplete factorization preconditioning�

Preprocessing and reordering matrices for ILU has been the focus of some
attention recently 
see Benzi et al� 
������ Benzi et al� 
�			��� Since they only
involve computations with integers� reordering methods are usually quite cheap to
use� On the other hand� the advantages we get by preconditioning the reordered
matrix clearly outweigh the cost of applying a reordering scheme such as reverse
Cuthill�McKee or the HSL code MC��� The example we present here clearly shows
that reordering the matrix bene�ts both the IGO and the ILU methods�

We have chosen matrix bayer�� arising in chemical kinetics to illustrate this

Figure ���� We �rst ran both cTIGO and ILUtp on the original system� and then
reordered it using the HSL ���� code MC�� 
using option �� 
Du� and Koster ������
cTIGO and ILUtp preconditioning was then applied to the reordered system� The
results are shown in Tables � and ���

MC�� preprocessing of the matrix not only altered the sparsity pattern for the
better� in the sense that the reordered matrix diagonal entries are nonzero and most
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Table �� Best results� cTIGO vs ILUtp�

matrix cTIGO � nz�Rinc� rots cTIGO time GMRES GMRES

ILUtp � nz�U� nz�L� ILUtp time its� time

memplus cIGO 	���� ���	� ���� ��� �B� �	��
ILU��� 	���� ����	 ��� ��� �B� ���	

rdist� ���� ������ ������ ���� �� ���
���	 ���	�� ������ ��� �� ���

garon� cIGO ����� ����� ��	 ��� �	��
���� ���	�� �����	 ���� �� ���

garon� cIGO ����	� �	���� 	�	 ��� �B� �����

���� ������ ������ ���� ��� �B� �����

meg� cIGO ���	� ����� ��� � ���
���
 ���� ��� ��� � ���

add�� ���� ����� ���� ��� �� ���
���� ����� ����� ���� � ����

b dyn ���	 ����� ����� ��� � ����
���
 ����	 	��� ��� � ���

bp ��� ���� ����� ����� ���� �� ���

���� ����� ���� ��� �� ���

dwt ���� ���� ������ ������ ����� ��� ����
���� �	���� ������ ���� �� ���

fidap� ���	 ������ ��		� ���� �� ���
���	 ����� ���	� ��� �	 ���

fidap�� ���� ������ ������ ���� �� ���
���� ����� ���	� ��� �� ��	

fidap�	 cIGO �	��� ����� ��� �� ��	

��� ��	� ����� ��� �� ���

gemat�� ���� ����� ������ ����� ��� �	��

���� �����	 ��	�� ��� �� ���

gre���	 ���� ��	�� ����� �	�� �� ���
���� ����� ����� ��� �� ���

lhr�� ���� ������ ������ ����� �� ���	
���
 	���� ����� ��� � ���

mahindas ��� ����� ����� ���� ��� ���	
���� ����� ����� ��� �� ���

orani�	� ���� ���	� ����� ���� ��� ����

���� ������ ���		� ���� �� ���

orsirr � ���� ���� ���� ���� �� ����
���� ���� 	��� ���� � ����

qh���� ����� ����� ����� ���� �� ���
����� ����� �	��	 ��� �� ���

poli large ��� ����� ���� ��� �� ���
���� ���	� ����� ��� � ���

raefsky� ���� ���	� ����� ��� �� ���

���� �	��� ����� ��� � ���

thermal cIGO ����� ����� ��� 	 ���
���� ����� ����� ��� � ����
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Table �� Best results� rTIGO vs ILUtp�

matrix rTIGO � nz�Rinc� �rots rTIGO time GMRES GMRES
ILUtp � nz�U� nz�L� ILUtp time its� time

memplus ���� 	���� ����� ���� �� �B� ��	
���� 	���� ����� ��� �� �B� ���

rdist� ���� ���	�� ��	��	 ���� �� ���
���	 ���	�� ������ ��� �� ���

meg� ���
 ����� ��� ��� � ���

���
 ���� ��� ��� � ���

bp ��� ���� ����� ����� ��� �� ��	

���� ����� ���� ��� �� ���

can ���� ���� ������ ������ ���� ��� ����
���� ������ ������ �	�� �� ���

dwt ���� ���� ��			� ��	��� ���� ��	 ����
���� �	���� ������ ���� �� ���

fidap�� ���� �	�	�� ������ ���� �� ���
���� ����� ���	� ��� �� ��	

fidap�� ����� ������� ������ ���� �� ���

���� ������ ������ ��� � ���

fidap�	 ��� ����� ���� ���� �� ����
��� ��	� ����� ��� �� ���

gemat�� ���� ������ ������ ���	 ��� ����
�mc���� ���� ����	 ����� ��� �� ���

mahindas ���� ����	 ����	 ��� �� ���
���� ����� ����� ��� �� ���

orani�	� ���� ������ ��	��� ����� ��� ����

���� ������ ���		� ���� �� ���

qh���� ���	 ����� ����� ��� �� ���
����� ����� �	��	 ��� �� ���

Table � bayer��� cTIGO vs ILUtp�

� ����� ����� ����� ���	 ����� �����

nz�Rinc� ������ ������ �	���� nz�U� ����	� ������ ������
�rots ������ ������ ����	� nz�L� �����	 �����	 ������

cTIGO time ���� ���� ���� ILUtp ��� ��� ���
GMRES���� its stagn � � stagn � �

GMRES���� time n�a ��� ��� n�a ��� ���
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Figure �� Matrix bayer��� original� n � �	�� nz
AU� � ����� nz
AL� � ������
condest
A� � �� � ���	� and after applying MC�� 
JOB�� option�� n � �	��
nz
AU � � ���� nz
AL� � ���� condest
A� � ��� ����

Table �� bayer��� MC����� cTIGO vs ILUtp�

� ��� ���� ���� ��� ���� ����

nz�Rinc� ����	 ����� ������ nz�U� ����� ����� �����
�rots ����� ����� ��	�� nz�L� ���� ����� �	���

cTIGO time 	�� 	�� ���� ILUtp ��� ��� ���

GMRES���� its stagn �� �� stagn � �
GMRES���� time n�a ��� ��� n�a ��� ���

entries are within a small band around the diagonal� but it also greatly improved
the condition number�

This improvement is re�ected in the performance of the preconditioners� For
the reordered matrix� the incomplete factors� required to achieve convergence in a
similar number of iterations as for the original matrix� are sparser and cheaper to
compute� This is true for both cTIGO and ILUtp� Hence� although cTIGO bene�ts
from such a preprocessing of the matrix� so does ILUtp� so that the overall ratio by
which ILUtp outperforms cTIGO does not change� The same observation applies
for rTIGO� Note also that� bene�cial as it may be for many problems� preprocessing
or reordering is not a panacea� For example� MC�� preprocessing has no discernible
e�ect if applied to the garon matrices� The diagonal of the zero block on the bottom
right corner gets covered with nonzeros� but the incomplete factorization methods
still struggle to produce a preconditioner with good convergence properties�
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��	 Discussion�

The numerical experiments show that IGO methods can provide robust and accurate
preconditioners for Krylov subspace iterations for solving large sparse systems of
linear equations�

We have tested the performance of these methods against a wide range of
standard incomplete LU factorization techniques�

In the case of the non�parametric preconditioners of either type 
cIGO with
P � PA and ILU
���� we have identi�ed cases where cIGO outperforms ILU
���
cases where the opposite happens� as well as cases where either preconditioner will
work� Hence� if a simple preconditioner is required� one could use cIGO rather than
ILU
�� and achieve better convergence rates at a similar cost for the computation
of the preconditioner�

The situation changes� however� if more powerful preconditioning is required�
either through thresholding or through extended sparsity pattern sets�

With few exceptions� the time required to compute factorizations of similar
preconditioning quality 
sparsity of factors� convergence rate of iteration� using
either of our methods can be much larger than the corresponding time using one of
the available ILU methods�

The programming issues related to why our methods can get swamped during the
computation of the incomplete factorization have been addressed� The main issue
seems to be the �ll�in in the lower triangular part of the matrix and� consequently� the
number of rotations performed during the incomplete reduction process� In some
cases� one can limit these without a�ecting the quality of the preconditioner by
using a standard reordering or preprocessing scheme applied to the matrix before
the incomplete factorization process begins� On the other hand� applying such
a reordering scheme to the matrix a priori� will also bene�t the incomplete LU

method� Hence� when we compare the performance of these two classes of incomplete
factorizations for the reordered system� the situation will remain unchanged in favour
of the ILU methods�

With respect to this problem� we could use di�erent combinations of threshold
dropping rules than those used in our earlier experiments� A detailed discussion
follows in Section ����

To sum up� it seems that incomplete Givens orthogonalization methods cannot
compete with incomplete LU factorization techniques in general� With very few
notable exceptions� we have not been able to �nd examples for which some type of
incomplete LU factorization with a good choice of parameters could not perform at
least as well as the best of our methods�

On the other hand� the algorithms presented here can be adapted for use with
rectangular matrices� and� as we shall see in the next section� it is in this area of
preconditioning least�squares problems that they prove more successful�
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� Preconditioning least�squares systems�

Since a QR factorization is well�de�ned for rectangular systems one can naturally
extend the Givens algorithms presented above to produce incomplete factorizations
of such systems� More precisely� we will deal with least�squares problems� namely

minjjAx� bjj�� A � Rm�n� b � Rm� x � Rn� with m � n�

Assuming that an incomplete Givens factorization QincRinc� Qinc � Rm�m�
Rinc � Rm�n has been computed� one can use it to precondition conjugate gradients
for the associated system of normal equations ATAx � AT b� Since Qinc is
orthogonal� the natural preconditioner to use is M � RT

incRinc� which is positive
de�nite if Rinc is nonsingular�

Note also that� for this choice of preconditioner� and since by construction all
the rows of Rinc below the nth are zero� one can disregard them from the start and
use the truncated incomplete triangular factor �Rinc � Rn�n� The truncated factor is
exactly Rinc but with these last zero rows omitted� To simplify notation� from now
on Rinc will refer to this truncated factor�

Below� we shall address particular issues concerning the construction� e�cient
implementation and performance of this preconditioner�

	�� Computer implementation�

Extending our incomplete Givens factorization code to handle such rectangular
systems requires only simple alterations� mainly to account for the fact that there is
no main diagonal entry for the rows of A after the nth� and hence no natural cut�o�
point between the upper and lower triangular part of the matrix undergoing Givens
reduction to upper triangular form� The setup and data structures required for the
IGO variants presented previously remain the same� Some auxiliary routines also
had to be modi�ed to handle rectangular matrices�

Despite the fact that we are using the normal equations� there is no need to
compute ATA explicitly� but instead we apply two successive matrix�vector products
where necessary within the conjugate gradient algorithm� Indeed� this is implicitly
done in the LSQR algorithm 
Paige and Saunders �	����

Similarly� for preconditioning this iteration� there is no need to form RT
incRinc

explicitly� an approach which would be too expensive both in computation and
storage� Instead� and since it is legitimate to use the square truncated triangular
factors� we apply a lower followed by an upper triangular solve to precondition each
CGNR iteration� Hence� there is no need to store the series of rotations that form
Qinc� as was necessary in the square case�
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	�� Dropping rules�

The fact that there is no main diagonal entry in the last rows of A and for the rows
where there is such an entry its value may well be zero� call for some modi�cations
in the threshold dropping rules�

The memory control dropping rules remain the same as in the square case�
The threshold dropping rules for cTIGO were chosen to be

PA � fa
k� j� s�t� a
k� j� � a
j� j� 	 �� m � k � jg�

when determining which entries to rotate out in column j� This is the same dropping
rule that we employed in the square case�

When j is a pivot row� the dropping rule now becomes

PA � fa
j� k� s�t� a
j� k� � jjA
j� ��jj� 	 �� n � k � jg�

where the norm notation refers to the ��norm of the jth row of the original matrix
A before any reduction using Givens rotations has begun�

For row i� in which an entry to be rotated out belongs� the dropping rule becomes

PA � fa
i� k� s�t� a
i� k� � jjA
i� ��jj� 	 �� n � k � jg� j � � � i � m�

Note that� for cTIGO� we have now removed the dependence of the threshold on
the diagonal entry when updating the two rows involved in a rotation�

For rTIGO� when determining the next entry to be rotated out in row j� � � j �
m that is reduced to upper triangular form 
or to zero if j � n�� we check whether

a
j� k� � a
k� k� 	 �� k � �� � � � �min
j � �� n��

where this kth row has already been reduced to upper triangular form�
After the rotation has been performed� we retain the entries a
j� k� in this row

j undergoing reduction if they satisfy

a
j� k� � � 	 jjA
j� ��jj�� k � �� � � � �min
j � �� n��

Similarly� for row i� i � �� � � � � n whose main diagonal entry will act as pivot for
the rotation performed on row j� after each rotation we will retain entries a
i� k�
that satisfy

a
i� k� � � 	 jjA
i� ��jj�� k � �� � � � � n�

For both cTIGO and rTIGO� we have removed as much as possible the
dependence of the dropping rule on values of main diagonal entries that might well
be zero� In doing so� however� the dropping rule becomes less adaptive as it depends
on two �xed quantities� namely � and a norm of a row of the original matrix� In
Section ���� we discuss why this change actually improves performance�
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Table �� Matrix attributes�

matrix size nz�A� initial zero vanilla CGNR cIGO CGNR

diags� its� time its�

illc ���� ���� � ��� ���	 ��� ��	� ��	 ����

illc ���� ���� � 	�� ���� 	�� ���� ��� � ����

jimenez � ��� � ��� ���� ��� �	�� ��� � �����

jimenez � �	� � ��� ���� ��� ����� ���	 � �����

well ���� ���� � ��� ���	 ��� �	� ���� ���

well ���� ���� � 	�� ���� 	�� ��	 ���� ���

pigs s� ���� � ���� ���� ���� ��� ���� ���

pigs s� ���� � ��	� �	��� ���� ���	 ���� ����

pigs m� ���	 � ���� ����� ���� 	�� ���� ����

pigs m� ��	�� � ����� �	�	� ����� ���� ���� ����

pigs l� ����� � �	��� ����� �	��� ���� ����� ����

pigs l� ����� � ����� ������ ����� ���� ����� ��	�

jordache ��	�� � ����	 ������ ����� � ���� n�a � ����

	�� Numerical results�

In all the tests presented below we follow the same basic guidelines outlined in
the square systems case� Again� we allow enough space for the memory control
parameter to be rendered ine�ective� so only threshold dropping applies� The right�
hand�side is a vector of ones of appropriate size� The initial guess for the iterative
method 
CGNR� is always the zero vector� Convergence is assumed once the initial
residual has been reduced by nine orders of magnitude in the Euclidean norm� This
set of results was obtained on a Pentium III at ��� MHz�
The online repositories of sparse matrices that supplied us with test matrices for
square systems are curiously lacking in least�squares systems� This is quite possibly
due to the fact that such systems� although arising quite frequently in scienti�c
computing� are not at the focus of research in preconditioning methods�

We present here results for most of the least�squares matrices available in
Matrix Market and the Rutherford�Boeing collection� Some matrices we left out�
the smallest ones from the jimenez collection as they were considered too small

dimensions ranging from ��� to ���� as well as the largest one of the pigs matrices

pigsxl�� as it was too large for our available resources�

The fundamental attributes of our test set of matrices can be found in Table ����

Note that the preconditioner resulting from applying the simple cIGO algorithm
is bad in all cases� In fact� it takes approximately twice the number of iterations
for CGNR preconditioned with cIGO to achieve the same residual reduction as the
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simple CGNR iteration without any preconditioning� On the other hand� and for
the larger examples in particular� the need for an e�cient preconditioner for CGNR
is self�evident�

As in the square case� for each matrix� we performed a number of runs� each
time varying the dropping threshold value � � We present here the result for that
value of � for which the total solution time 
incomplete factorization followed by
one preconditioned iterative solution of the system� was minimized� We realise that
this re�ects the basic di�culty of selecting parameters in a parameter dependent
method such as cTIGO� rTIGO or ILUt� ILUtp� For each matrix� we present the
best such run for cTIGO versus rTIGO in Table ����

As was the case for square systems� �ne�tuned rTIGO will be about three to
four times faster in generating the preconditioner than its column�based counterpart
cTIGO� rTIGO computes a preconditioner that is qualitatively better than cTIGO�
although sometimes signi�cantly denser�

In all cases� the preconditioners signi�cantly reduce the number of iterations
when compared to simple CGNR� and there are large savings in terms of total
solution time despite the extra time necessary to compute the preconditioner or the
added work for each iteration due to the triangular solves�

The preconditioners in all cases have one to two times the number of nonzero
entries as the system coe�cient matrix� so they can be considered very e�ective in
terms of required storage� Note that this does not apply to the intermediate storage
space necessary when performing the IGO type reduction� in fact� both cTIGO and
rTIGO fail to produce convergent preconditioners for the jordache matrix and for
the lowest value of the dropping threshold � we could try before we ran out of
memory during the incomplete factorization phase�

	�	 Discussion�

The numerical results presented in the previous section show the �ne�tuned
performance of the IGO methods� but we feel some further insights and comments
should be made�

Variation of performance with � � In Table ���� only the results for the
experimentally optimal value for � for each IGO variant and matrix were listed�
They showed the savings one can have over simple CGNR iterations if a TIGO
preconditioner is used�

In fact� for each problem� the threshold value � can vary over a whole interval
and still produce a preconditioner that will bene�t the iterative solution� We have
chosen one of the smaller test matrices� so that � can be taken very small without
encountering memory over�ow because of �ll�in� to illustrate this 
see Figure ���
which is plotted on a log�log scale��

We clearly see that a choice of � between ���� and ���� for cTIGO or less
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Table �� Best results� cTIGO vs rTIGO�

matrix cTIGO � nz�Rinc� cTIGO time pCGNR pCGNR
rTIGO � nz�Rinc� rTIGO time its� time

illc ���� ���� ���� ��	� �� ����
���� ���� ���� ��� ���	

illc ���� ���� ���� ���� �� ����

���� ����� ���� 	� ���	

jimenez � ���
 ����	 ��� �� ����

���
 ����� ���� �� ����

jimenez � ���� 	���� ����	 �� ���
���� ����� ���	 ��� ���

well ���� ���� ���� ���	 	� ����
���� ���� ���� �� ����

well ���� ���� ���� ���� 	� ����
���� ���� ���� �� ���	

pigs s� ���� ���� ���� �� ����

���� ����� ���	 �� ����

pigs s� ���� �	�	� ���� ��� ����
��� ����� ���� ��� ���	

pigs m� ���� ����� ���� ��� ����
���� �	��� ���� �� ����

pigs m� ���� ��	�� ���� ��� �����
���� ������ ���� ��� ��	�

pigs l� ���� �����	 ���� ��� ����

���� ������ ��	� 	� ����

pigs l� ���� ������ ���� ��� ����
���� ������ ����� ��� ����

jordache ���� �	���� ���� � ���� n�a
���� ������ ���� � ���� n�a
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Figure �� Total solution time 
incomplete factorization followed by solution using
preconditioned CGNR� for cTIGO � rTIGO CGNR preconditioning for various � �
versus simple CGNR iteration� for the matrix illc ��� log�log scale�

than ���� for rTIGO� improves solution time when compared to the simple CGNR
iteration�

Since we cannot know a priori the best value for � � we see that a sensible choice
can give good savings�

Finally� note the roughly convex shape of the total solution time curves for both
methods� The explanation for this behaviour is quite simple� When � is large� the
preconditioner is cheap to compute but qualitatively poor� so the preconditioned
iteration converges slowly� Hence� total solution time is high and dominated by the
preconditioned iteration� On the other hand� for � small� the preconditioner is of
very good quality� so the preconditioned iteration converges fast� but is expensive to
compute� Hence� total solution time is again high� but now dominated by the time it
takes to generate the preconditioner� The value
s� of � for which the total solution
time is lowest are exactly those for which a balance between these two extremes is
achieved� the preconditioner is relatively cheap to compute and it has a fairly good
convergence behaviour�

cTIGO dependence on linked list length� We have already pointed out our
observation that the computation of cTIGO is heavily dependent on the length of
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the linked list structure which holds column�wise information on the �ll�ins in the
lower triangular part of the matrix�

We illustrate this observation with the example presented in Figure ��� 
plotted
on a log�log scale�� The chosen matrix 
pigs s�� is small� but exhibits this
fundamental disadvantage of the linked list�
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Figure �� Evolution of preconditioner fundamental data sizes and CGNR iterations
over � � log�log scale� Test problem is pigs s��

Note that� for � less than ����� the length of the linked list and the number of
rotations performed increase at a higher rate than the number of nonzeros in the
incomplete triangular factor� This increased rate is re�ected in the time it takes to
compute the incomplete factorization� However� the usefulness of this extra amount
of work when producing the incomplete factorization is not evident in the number
of iterations that pCGNR needs for convergence� they keep decreasing at the same
rate� Hence� for � less than ���� in this example� cTIGO performs many unnecessary
rotations� in the sense that they do not have a compensating impact on the quality
of the resulting preconditioner�

This is a vicious circle� as the more such unnecessary rotations we have� the
longer the linked list becomes� so not only does it eat up resources but it becomes
very time consuming to update� More unnecessary �ll�in will appear particularly
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in the lower triangular part of the matrix� which in turn generally leads to more
rotations being performed to get rid of this �ll�in�

The necessity of keeping the size of the linked list short also justi�es our choice
of always keeping all entries in the original sparsity pattern PA of the matrix A� We
aim to produce qualitatively good preconditioners with only a little of this di�cult
to accommodate �ll�in on top of the nonzeros in the sparsity pattern�

Threshold strategy dependence on main diagonal entry� For systems
arising from least�squares problems� most 
all� the entries on the main diagonal are
usually zero� This means that for a threshold rule that depends on main diagonal
values much �ll�in will appear� at least for the �rst rotation involving such a row
with a zero initial main diagonal entry� This �ll�in will in many cases accumulate
during the factorization phase and kill performance 
see Papadopoulos et al� 
������
Section �����

It is however our experience that such a preconditioner will only start helping
convergence once most 
or in some cases� all� the main diagonal entries of Rinc have
been �lled with some value� Just �lling those zero diagonal entries with an arbitrary
value 
in our code we choose �� is simply not enough�

This is exactly the reason why we choose to keep the dependence on diagonal
entries when determining the next rotation but not for updating the two rows
involved in the rotation� We want to have enough �ll�in to at least create the
potential of all the main diagonals becoming nonzero at one stage or another during
the factorization phase by the simple expedient of rotating any such �ll�in against
a zero main diagonal entry�

On the other hand� such a strategy leads to dropping rules that are not adaptive�
but rather based on a rigid threshold value determined by the initial matrix and user
input� It would be interesting to see whether other choices for the dropping rules�
fully adaptive but still independent of the value of main diagonal entries� produce
better results�

A more systematic approach would be to try and minimize the number
of rotations during the reduction process itself� Algorithms such as those in
Du� 
�	���� Gillespie and Olesky 
�		�� and Robey and Sulsky 
�		�� can
sometimes achieve a signi�cant reduction in rotations by reordering rows during
the factorization process� They are therefore worth considering� given the apparent
sensitivity of the IGO methods to the order in which rotations are applied 
column�
wise reduction in cTIGO versus row�wise reduction for rTIGO��

� Conclusions�

We have implemented and tested a series of incomplete orthogonal factorization
methods for general nonsingular and unsymmetric matrices as well as rectangular
overdetermined systems� These factorizations are obtained from the Givens
orthogonalization process by dropping �ll�in according to either position or
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magnitude and by limiting the number of entries according to available storage� The
process of reducing the initial matrix to upper triangular form using a succession of
Givens rotations was implemented in both column�wise and row�wise fashion�

We have performed extensive comparisons for both square and rectangular 
least�
squares� systems for these methods� These test results show that� for the square
system case� a �ne�tuned ILU preconditioner will almost always outperform any of
our IGO methods� This is due to the fact that LU factorizations are not only cheaper
to compute in terms of �oating�point operations but� more signi�cantly perhaps�
the sparse data structures required for an ILU factorization are less complex and
expensive to use and update than Givens incomplete QR ones�

For the least�squares case� although we did not have any direct competitor as in
the square case� the results we presented� coupled with our subsequent observations�
show that IGO factorizations can be powerful preconditioning tools� For least�
squares problems there does not appear to be software for competing general
preconditioning methods currently available� If and when methods are proposed�
we hope that they will be compared with the results presented here�
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